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ABSTRACT

In the major Cantung EJore exoskarn orebody,
scheelite was deposited in equilibrium with, succes-
sively, clinopyroxene+garnet, actinolite and biotite,
at mean temperatures (from fluid inclusion homo-
genization) of. 487", 433" and 415"C, respectively,
and under a confining pressure of 1000 bars (from
sphalerite geobarometry). The fluorine contents of
skarn biotites and actinolites are in tle ranges 0.82-
2,99 and 0.25-0.90 wt.Vo; Mg/Me*Fe and F/OH+
F ratios are positively correlated in both minerals.
Application of the experimental data of Ludington
& Munoz (1975) for fluoride:hydroxyl exchange be-
tween biotite and fluid yields a value for 1og
l(HrO)/l(HF)"dd of 4.510.3; thus, IGIF) was ap-
proximately 0.009 bars during the final stage of
mineralization. The compositions of Fe- and Al-
rich magmatic biotites from a nearby pluton are
inferred to have equilibrated at co. 550'C with
fluids which generated clinopyroxene+garnet skarns;
this suggests that IGIF) was maintained at this low
level throughout the evolution of the E-Zone ore-
body. The comparative F:OH exchange in actino-
litic amphiboles is in broad agreement with pub-
lshed estimates, but is not tightly constrained by
the Cantung assemblages. Although not ruling out
the possibility of tungsten solution in the form of
an aqueous fluoride complex, the low HF fugacity
inferred for the E Jnne hydrothermal fluids lends
no support to this mode of transport.

Sorvrvrerna

Dans le gite de type exoskam de la zone E de
Cantung, Territoires du Nord-Ouest, la sch6elite
s'est form6e successivement en 6quilibre avec clino-
pyroxdne + grenat, actinote et biotite, i des temp6-
ratures moyennes de 487",433' et 415"C (homog6-
n6isation d'inclusions fluides) sous une pression de
1000 ban (g6obarom6trie de la sphal6rite). L,es
biotites et les actinotes des skarns contiennent
respectivement de 0.82 d 2.99 et de 0.25 ir O.9OVo
(en poids) de fluor. ks rapports Mg/(Mg*Fe) et
F/(F+OH) sont en corr6lation positive dans chaque
min6ral. L'application des donn6es exp6rimentales
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de Ludington & Munoz (1975) str l'6change fluo-
rure:hydroxyle entre biotite et fluide donnent une
valeur de 4.5:!0.3 au rapport log IGIzO)//(HF),
pour le fluide; on avait donc .f(IIF) = 0.009 bars au
stade final de la min6ralisation. Ics compositions
de biotites magmatiques riches en Fe et en Al
d'un massif plutonique voisin auraient 6t6 en 6qui'
libre, dr environ 550"C, avec les fluides qui ont
donn6 naissance aux. skarns d clinopyroxdne + gre-
nat, c€ qui indiquerait une faible valeur cle l(HF)
pendant toute l'6volution du gfte. I-es r6sultats com-
paratifs obtenus sur l'6change F:OH dans les acti-
notes concordent g6n6ralement avec les estimations
publi6es. La faible valeur de la fugacit6 HF attribude
aux fluides hydrothermaux de la zone E n'exclut
pas la possibilit6 d'une mise en solution du tungstbne
sous forme de complexe de fluorures aqueux, mais
n'6taye en rien fhypothEse de pareil mode de trans-
pon.

Cfraduit Par la R6daction)

INtlooucttoN

Although there has been considerable interest
in the role of fluorine in the formation of son-
tact-metasomatic mineralization in general, and
in the hydrothermal transport of tungsten in
particular (e.g., Bryzgalin, 1958; Ivanova 1966;
Bart L972; Foster 1977), few have investigated
the abundance and distribution of this halogen
in hydroxyl-bearing silicate minerals in scheette
skarn ore deposits, In one of the few relevant
studies, Darling (1971) determined the fluorine
content of magmatic biotites in stocks associated
with the large Pine Creek, California, scheelite
deposits, but did not investigate the compositions
of skarn silicates. In the field of applied geo-
chemistry, Cachau-Herreillat & Prouhet (1971)
delimited fluorine anomalies in soils in the visi-
nity of scheelite-bearing skarns at Salau, in the
French Pyr6n6es, but there is limited agreement
regarding the general efficacy of such an ap-
proach.

Whereas Troll & Gilbert (1972) encountered
difficulties in their experimental study of fluo-
ride-hydroxyl exdrange between aqueous fluids
and members of the tremolite-ferroactinolite se-
ries, Munoz & Ludington (1974) demonstrated
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the dependense of the F:OH ratio of biotite on
the l(HzO)/ f(HF) ratio of the fluid, on temper-
ature, and on the cationic composition of the
mica. Subsequently, Ludington & Munoz (1975)
presented revised data on biotite:fluid F-OH
exchange, whereas Munoz & Ludington (L977)
have recently carried out comparable experi
ments with muscovite. As a result, mica compo-
s'itions may be employed to estimate the l(H:O)i
l(HF) ratio of an ore-forming aqueous fluid.
although some uncertainties persist in the inter-
pretation of the experimental data.

In this paper, we provide analytical data for
F:OH ratios of hydrothermal biotites and calci-
ferous amphiboles from the Cantung E-Zone
scheelite skarn orebody, located at Tungsten,
Northwest Territories (Lat. 61'571{.; Long.
L28"L5'W.). This is one of the world's major
sources of tungsten concentrates, wilh ore re-
serves of over 4 million tons at l.55Vo WOs
(Mining ,/. of May 73, 1977); the deposit has
been the subject of a detailed petrological study
(Zaw L976; Zaw & Clark 1977). The temper-
atures and confining pressures of formation of
biotite and amphibole associated with scheelite
have here been delimited by fluid-inclusion ho-
mogenization and application of the sphalerite
geobarometer (Scott 1973). This approach pro-
vides an opportunity to estimate, from the fluo-
ride contents of the biotites, the I(HO)/IGIF)
ratio of a natural, ole-forming aqueous fluid
under unusually well-controlled conditions, and
to delirnit the comparative F:OH exchange in
members of the calciferous amphibole series.

A detailed description of the Cantung E-Zone
orebody and its setting is in preparation; the geo-
logical background will herein be presented only

in sufficient detail for clarification of the fluo-
rine distributions.

Grorocrcel RpletroNsurps

The I-ogan-Mackenzie Mountain belt along
the Yukon-Northwest Territories border forms
a major part of the Mackenzie fold belt, a seg-
ment of the Foreland fold and thrust belt of ths
northern Columbian orogen (Wheeler & Gab-
rielse 1972). Predominantly shallow-water Pro-
terozoic and Paleozoic sediments, originally
deposited across the transition between the south-
westerly trending Seftryn basin and the north-
easterly Mackenzie or Redstone arch, were most
intensely deformed in the course of the Mesozoic
Columbian orogeny. Post-tectonis granitoid
batholiths and plutons were emplaced in late
Cretaceous time (Gabrielse & Reesor 1974).
Economic scheelite mineralization in this arc
occurs characteristically as clinopyroxene-garnet
exoskarn bodies and generally, but not entirely,
within Cambrian carbonate horizons and related
spatially to these intrusions. The largest tung-
sten reserye$ are contained in the Mactung de-
posit, but the Cantung rnine, operated by Canada
Tungsten Mining Corporation, has been the
sole producer.

At Cantung, folded and very weakly meta-
morphosed pelites and limestones of Lower
Cambrian age @lusson 1968) overlie Hadry-
nian(?) phyllites (the "Lower Argillite"), and
have been intruded by large stocks made up
predominantly of quartz monzonite @lusson
1,968, Zaw 1976). Economic exoskarn mineral-
ization, comprising skarn silicates and hexagonal
pyrrhotite with lesser scheelite and minor chal-

OUARZ XONNITL

Ittc. 1. Simplified north-south geological cross-section througb the F-Zone
and Pit orebodies, Cantung, N.W.T.. (after Canada Tungsten Mining Corp.
Geological Department). North is to the rigbt.
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copyrite, occlus as massive lenses, veins and
stockworks at two locations in the so-called Ore
Limestone, a relatively pure carbonate unit of
the Lower Cambrian succession (Fig. 1), Of the
two mineralized zones, the Open-Pit orebody,
now .mined. out, consisted almost wholly of
clinopyroxene-garnet skarn (Blusson 1968)' and
was formed adjacent to a microgranitic dyke
some 330 metres above the broadly flat-lying
roof of the Mine Stock.

Skarn of this type also occurs underground
in the newly-developed F-Zone orebody, which
lies immediately above the intrusive contaet
(Fig. 1). Here, however, the pyroxene-garnet
association constitutes only a hanging-wall zone
to the orebody, underlain by a central zone rich
in amphibole, and by a footwall skarn in which
coarse-grained biotite predominates. The boun-
daries between these tlree main skarn zones are
irregular, but crudely parallel to the roof of the
underlying stock, which is sross-cut by numerous
scheelite-bearing, though uneconomic, quartz
veins with greisened selvedges.

Megascopic and microscopic textural rela-
tionships demonstrate that the sequence of skarn
formation within the E-Zone was: 1) clinopy'
roxene-garnet skarn; 2) amphibole skarn, and
3) biotite skarn, which overlapped with the de-
velopment of the quartz-vein systems. Although
tle two "hydrous" skarn assemblages bear, in
part, a replacive and retrograde relationship to
the early clinopyroxene-garnet skarn, we con-
sider tlat a large proportion of the later skarn
and ore was em,placed through direct replace-
ment of contact-metamorphosed marbles. Cer-
tainly, scheelite and sulfides were introduced
anerp at each skarn stage, and display no textural
evidence o,f instability in any of the three zones.

The successive stages of skarn emplacement
have been shown by fluid-inclusion data to have
talen place at progressively lower temperatures.
Homogenization runs on primary liquid-gas in.
clusions of low salinity in quartz, scheelite and
clinopyroxene yield temperatqres in the range
of 52H.55"C (mean 487"C) for the pyroxene-
garnet skarn, of. 46417LoC (mean 415'C) for
the biotite skarn, and of 452-350"C (mean
405"C) for the quartz veins. The observed tem'
perature ranges are represented on the scale of
individual hand specknens, and are regarded ten-
tatively as indicating actual crystallization-tem-
perature intervals for tle different stages. Few
successful homogenization runs have been car-
ried out for the amphibole skarn, but a range of
MHLI"C (mean 433oC) was obtained for
several inclusions in a single specimen.

The filling temperatures of fluid inclusions

presented above have been corrected for a con-
fining pressure of 1O00 bars on the basis of the
FeS content of sphalerite occurring in contast
with hexagonal pyrrhotite and pyrite in a quartz
vein associated with the biotite skarn.

K-Ar dating (Archibald et aI.1978) has yielded
apparent ages of 89,2!9.4 to 92.3!2.5 Ma for
micas from the quartz monzonite pluton and
from later stages of mineralization. It is pro-
posed, therefore, that intrusion and hydrother-
mal mineralization took place at shallow depths
over a relatively brief time span in the Upper
Cretaceous, and that the locus of skarnification
and mineralization migrated towmds the roof
of the Mine Stock as it cooled.

Mrces exn AtupnrsoLss oF THE BZoNn Sr,mNs

P etro graphic rel atio nshi p s

The micas and calciferous amphiboles as$o-
ciated witl scheelite-sulfide mineralization in
the E-Zone orebody display wide variations in
color in hand-specimen. The micas range from
mediurn green to yellowish to dark brown, and
the amphiboles consist of very pale green and
dark green to blackish varieties. In hand speci-
men, the micas seem chloritized or oxidized, but
they look essentially fresh in thin section, al-
though minor chlorite and sericite are observed
in some samples. The amphiboles locally ex-
hibit partial replacement by fine-grained biotite,
but are generally unaltered. The skarn minerals
range in habit from fine-grained aggregates to
very coarse flakes or fibrous-columnar prisms
intimately intergrown with calcitq quartz' pyr-
rhotite and the economic minerals scheelite and
chalcopyrite. Fluorapatite, idocrase and tourma-
line are persistent, generally minor constituents
of the skarns. Magnetite has not been observed
as a component of these assemblages, and py-
rite is rare, being most abundant in a few late-
stage veins. Fluorite has been recorded as a
minor phase in one diamonddrill hole from
above the E Znne, but is apparently absent in
the orebody itself.

Biotite characteristically occurs in, and along
the selvedges of late-stage quartz veins cutting
the E-Zone skarns, whereas amphiboles are less
common in such settings. The quartz veins con-
tain, in addition to minor scheelite and sulfides,
microcline, amphibole, chlorite, calcite, tour'ma-
line and plagioclase.

In both amphibole and mica skarns, scheelite
occurs predominantly as relatively coarse-grained
pyramidal subhedra and euhedra, intergrown
witl ttte main silicate minerals, or interstitial to
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them. The textural relationships suggest that the
scheelite and silicates were deposited simultane-
ously, whereas the sul.fides tend to display a
more consistently interstitial distribution with
respect to the silicates.

The hand-specimen heterogeneity of both
major skarn silicates is paralleled by their mi-
croscopic appearance. Thus, the amphibole
ranges from almost colorless or pale green and
very weakly pleochroic, to dark green, and
strongly pleochroic in thin section. T\e 2V of.
all amphiboles lies between 75o and 80o. The
paler members have eAc 5o-10o, whereas he
darker have zAc up to 20o. It is noteworthy that
scheelite exhibits a preferential association with
the darker amphiboles, and zones in which the
pale amphibole predominates are commonly es-
sentially barren.

The brown skarn micas exhibit strong pleo-
chroism from orange brown (Z and l) to pale
yellow or nearly colorless (X), whereas the green
variety ranges from plate green (X) and yellow
ish green (R to light brownish green (Z). Both
forms are optically negative, and their 2V varies
fro.rn 0" to 15o. Neither scheelite nor sulfides
show a preferential association with either mica
type.
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TABLE 1 . II,ECTRON UICRO?ROBE PATTIAL AMLYSES AND
STRUCII'RAL IORIflnAB Or S(AIN AUPEIBoLES, X-ZoNB oRf,BODy

Analytical methods

Partial analyses were carried out on nine skarn
amphiboles and ten micas, using an Applied Re-
search Laboratories AMX electron microprobe.
Major elements, with the exception of fluorine,
were determined by energy-dispersive analysis,
using standards whose energy spectra had been
previously stored on magnetic tape, and em-
ploying an accelerating potential of 15 kV, a
beam current of 0.34X1O-7A, a beam diameter
of. 5-7pcm, and a counting interval of 120 secs.
At least six separate analyses were averaged to
yield each analysis given in Tables 1, 2. Mineral
grains were checked for homogeneity prior to
analysis. Raw data for Si, Ti, Al, Fe, Mg, Mn,
Cq Na and K were initially corrected on an
NS-880 minicomputer using a multiple least-
squ:ues routine. The intensity ratios were cor-
rected for matrix effects following Bence &
Albee (1968), as well as for drift, using a Fortran
correction program developed by P. L. Roeder
(priv. comm.). This program was modified by
J. M. Allen (priv. comm.) to accommodate the
matrix effect of HzO in hydrous silicates. Alpha
factors used in the iterative correction procedure
were taken from Albee & Ray (1970). The accu-
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racy of energy-dispersive analysis was checked
against a sample of garnet (S. 76) which was
analyzed before and after each unknown; anal-
yses were rejected if the results'for this standard
differed by more than 1.0 percent from the ac-
cepted values.

Fluorine wa$ determined by wavelength-dis-
persive microprobe analysis, using an accelerat-
ing voltage of 10 kV, a beam current of 0.64X
10-7A, a beam diameter of 2040p,m, and a
KAP detector crystal. At least ten analyses, each
with a 20 sec. counting period, were made on a
standard fluorite specimen prior to each set of
unknown analyses, and at 30 min. intervals there-
after. Errors due to the volatility of the fluorite
standard were minimized by analyzing different
areas of the mount each 20-sec. run. A mini-
mum of five 200-secs. spot analyses was made
for each silicate grain, the current being conti-
nuously monitored throughout.

The analltical data, collected on paper tape'
wele corrected for drift, backgtound, dead-time,
mass-absorption, atomic-number and fluores-
cence effects using the correction ,programs
TAPEEMX and TAPEEMX2 developed by M.
[. Corlett (priv. comm.).

Bourne (L974) has estimated, from counting

statistics, that the uncertainty in the microprobe
fluorine determination is ca, :! SVo of the
amount present. However, the strong and vari-
able absorption of the X-rays emitted by fluo-
rine by the conductive carbon coating on the mi-
croprobe mount would tend to increase the
absolute uncertainty. Allen (1976) has estimated
that, for an accelerating potential of 10 kV, a
300A difference in film thickness between stand-
ard and sample mount$ would generate a lVo
error in fluorine analysis. He therefore estimated
a minimum uncertainty of. + tOVo of the amount
of fluorine presgnt in a silicate mineral. As a
check on the microprobe fluorine analyses, six
specimens of a,mphibole and mica (including two
duplicates) were submitted to Bondar-Clegg Co.
Ltd. for ion-specific-electrode analysis. Their
results were considered reproducible to within
! O.L wt.VoF. The fluorine contents found by
microprobe analysis were from O.2 to 0.4 wt.Vo
higher than those obtained by electrode analysis.
This is probably due to impurities in the sepa-
rates submitted for electrode analysis, and en-
courages acceptance of the microprobe data for
fluorine. In the present discussion, only the
microprobe F determinations will be considered.

Chlorine was found to be present in amounts
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below the limit of detection of the energy-dis-
persive microprobe method (i.e., below ca. 0.2
wt.Vo), in all amphiboles and micas.

Mineral compositions
In the calculations of the amphibole and rnica

chemical formulae, presented in Tables I and 2,
all iron was assumed to be in the Fe'+ state, and
initially no samples were subjected to ferrou$-
iron determination. Whereas this is probably a
reasonable procedure for the amphiboles, it re-
quires justification in the case of the micas.

Low Fe3* contents for these minerals would
be suggested by the relatively low oxygen fuga-
cities which may be assumed to have prevailed
during crystallization of the Fe-rich skarn as-
semblages. Although graphite is not present in
the pyrrhotite-rich E-Zone orebody, magnetite
is also absent. In the calculation of the composi-
tions of Fe- and Mn-rich garnets of the earlier
clinopyroxene--garnet skarn (Zavt 1976), the
R'* sites were first filled, and stoichiometric
considerations then indicated that, whereas al-
mandine is present in amounts up to 19.4 mole
Vo, andradite does not exceed 9.8 Vo. Thus, rela-
tively reducing conditions are implied.

A more precise estimate of the maximum
value of log l(O), may be made from the thermo-
chemical data presented by Holland (1965) for
the system Fe--S-O at 40OoC, on the assumption
that tle hexagonal pyrrhotite intergrown with
the biotite retained its original composition dur-
ing cooling of the orebody. The pyrrhotite is a
major constituent of the biotite skarn, and is not
associated with either 'magnetite or pyrite. Re-
action with the mica may indeeed have occurred,
but tlere is no textural or compositional evi-
dence for this. The pyrrhotite is relatively homo-
geneous, with a mean composition of. 47.6L at.Vo
FeS. At 4l5oc, this composition would imply
a value of log l(S), of -8.5, (Toulmin & Barton
1964), yielding a maximum value for log
l(O), of 17.4 f.or pyrrhotite stability. Thus,
oxygen fugacity during the formation of the
biotite skarn probably did not greatly exceed that
of the QFM buffer (log f(O,) ca.19.37 at 688oK
and 1000 bars: Eugster 1957). The data of
Wones & Eugster (1965) suggest that the Fes+/-
(Fe'**Fe'+) ratio of the biotite is less than ca.
0.05. A range for this ratio of between 0.05 and
(0.02 would be inferred if the biotite crystal-
lized under oxygen fugacities between those of
the QFM and C{H buffers OVones & Eugster
1e65).

Despite the above inference of a low ferric
iron content in the micas. selected wet chemical
determinations of total and ferrous iron contents
were undertaken, in view of the apparent corre-

lation of biotite color with Fer+ and TiOr con-
tents (Deer et al. L962a). Previous studies in-
dicated that high Fe3+ contents produce green
colors in biotite, whereas high Ti causes a brown
coloration. The lack of correlation between tita-
nium content and E-Zone biotite color (Table
2) left open the possibility that the greenish spe-
cimens are richer in Fet+ than the others. Thus.
two coarse-grained mica concentrates, one green
and one brown, were carefully prepared and
analyzed by the colorimetric method of \Milson
(1960), employing an oxidimetric standard
recommended by Caraway & Oesper (L947).ln
each case, very low contents of ferric iron were
detected; Fe'+/(Fe2+*Fes+) ratios of 0.035 and
0.038 were estimated for the green and brown
fnicas, respectively. Unfortunately, it is not pos-
sible to determine Fe2+ in the specimens studied
by electron microprobe. Howevern on the basis
of these limited data, we tentatively conclude
that Fe3+ is very low in the E-Zone micas and,
therefore, that the contents of "oxybiotits" are
comparably low.

Interestingly, in experimental studies of fluo-
rite-hydroxyl exchange in biotites, Munoz &
Ludington (1974) assumed an oxybiotite content
of 15 rnole Vo when calculating the F:OH ratios
of their micas. They inferred that tleir biotites,
synthesized under conditions intermediate be-
tween the NNO and C{H oxygen bu'ffers,
probably contained between 10 and 25 mole Vo
oxybiotite. However, they detected no systema-
tic differences in disfibution coefficients that
could be related to differences in l(Or). In the
present study, the OH contents and F:OH ratios
have been calculated directly from the deter-
mined fluorine contents, making no allowance
for either O or Cl in the structure.

Amphibole and mica structural formulae
(Iables 1 and 2) were calculated using either a
program written by P. L. Roeder or the CHEM-
FORM Fortran program by J. M. Allen (priv.
comm.). The formulae were first calculated on
an OH- and F-free basis, and OH was then
allotted such that OH+F equalled the stoichio-
metric amounts in the formulae. Weight Vo HzO
was then calculated from the amount of OH in
the formula. In allotting ions to sites in both
minerals, it was assumed that the tetrahedral
positions were filled with Si and Al, and the
excess of Al was then ascribed to the octahedral
positions (c1., Deer et aI. L962a). Na in the am-
phiboles was distributed so as to fill first the
M(4) position (Papike et al. 1969).

Calcilerous amphiboles

The electron microprobe analyses presented in
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Table 1 show that the E-Zone amphiboles dis-
play a fairly wide range in Mg/(Mg*Fe'*) ratio,
and are calciferous (Leake 1968) in that the CaO
in their half unit cells (O=24) exceeds 1.5.
There is substantial substitution of K and Na for
Ca, the total of these elements remaining close
to 2.0 in the structural formula.

In Figure 2, the nine analyzed amphiboles
have been plotted on the Ca-amphibole diagram
of Leake (1968); Mn and Feu* have not been
considered. The Mg and Fe end-members tre-
molite and ferroactinolite proposed by Deer e/
al. (I962b) have been retained, but the boun-
daries of the actinolite field are modified. It
will be seen that eight of the samples, including
both pale and da,rk varieties, plot within the
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Frc. 2. Compositional plot for EJnne skarn Ca-
amphiboles (after I-eake 1968).

actinolite field, only one falling at the tremolite-
actinolite boundary. Although there is a wide
variation in the tetrahedral aluminum content,
the compositions do not overlap onto the horn-
blende field. Alr and Mg/(Mg*Fe'*) display
a broad, inverse relationship. Octahedral alu-
minum attains 0.548 atoms in the formulae, and
shows a very crude positive correlation with Mg
content. However, the nine samples could also
be regarded as comprising two populations in
this context: one has high Mg and varies widely
in Alvr (from 0.082 to 0.548), and the other has
higher Fe and uniformly low Alvr (from 0.003-
0.762).

The E-Zone amphiboles display relatively high
MnO contents, ranging up to 1.23 wt.Vo, in
keeping with the overall enrichment of manga-
nese in the E-Zone ska,rns (Zaw 1976).

r/r +on
Frc. 3. Relationships between Mg/(Mg*Fe) and

F/(OH+F) ratios, E-Zone skarn amphiboles.

Fluorine exhibits a relatively welldefined
correlation with Mg/(Mg*Fe'*) ratio (Fig. 3), a
feature that has been reported by several other
investigators (e.9., Ekstriim L972; AJ.len 1976);
biotites also show this feature (see below).
Fluorine was not determined in sample #4, and
the structural formula was calculated assuming
it to be absent; however, the Mg/Fe ratio im-
plies a relatively high F content (see below)'
Ramberg (7952) and Cameron & Gibbs (1973)
proposed that the relative enrichment of fluorine
in magnesian amphiboles reflects the formation
of stronger Mg-F than Fe'*-F bonds. Cameron
(1971; in Rosenberg & Foit 1977) concluded
that, in synfhetic fluor-richterite, Fe"+ avoids
bonds with F- by concentrating in the M2 sites,
where the coordinating anions are all O'z-, rather
than in the ML or M3 sites" where F- occurs.
Rosenberg & Foit (1977) have recently provided
a qualitative crystal-field theory explanation for
Fe'+-F avoidance in hydrous silicates.

Troll & Gilbert (1972) caried out hydrother-
mal experiments on fluoride:hydroxyl exchange
between tremolite and an aqueous fluid, under
1-2 Kbar pressure and between 600o and
850'C. They found that, under the oxygen fu-
gacity of the QFM buffer, tremolite has the com-
position Fss.ooOlfas.oo at 700'C and at 1 Kbar.
However, they encountered considerable diffi-
culties owing to sluggish reaction rates, and
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their data cannot be extrapolated to the temper-
atures of formation of the EJone amphibole
skarn, nor to the Fe-rich compositions of E-Zone
actinolites. Relative F:OH exchange character-
istics of Ca-amphiboles and micas will be dis-
cussed below.

Micas

The composition of ten analyzed skarn micas
from the E-Zone orebody are plotted in Figures
4 and 5 (after Deer et a1.. I962a) in terms of the
phlogopite, annite, eastonite and siderophyllite
end-members, omitting from consideration the
MnO, TiOr, CaO and Na:O contents. From
Table 2, it is evident that, despite the wide color
variations of these rnicas, the KzO contents are
uniformly high, and the minerals are clearly
unaltered. Whereas there is some tendency for
the brown micas to have lower Mg/(Mg*Fe'+)
ratios than the green, there is considerable com-
positional overlap between the two varieties. The
micas straddle the boundary between biotite and
phlogopite proposed by Deer et al. (L962a), but

herein they will be referred to as biotites.
The biotites display a wide variation in Al''

(0.122-0.980), but a more restricted range in
Al"t (L876L220). Thus, whereas they lie close
to the phlogopite-annite join (Fig. 4), the varia-
tion in octahedral aluminum suggests that they
are best described as members of the phlogopite-
siderophyllite ooserie$"; this possibly oversimpli-
fied assignment will be used in the following
discussion of fluorine:hydroxyl exchange. There
is no systematic relationship between Alot and
Mg/(Mg*tre'*) or Mg/(MgtFe'*+Mn1 1c1.,
Guidotti et al. L975)..

From Fig. 6, it is evident that F/(OH*F) and
Mg/(Mg*Fe'?+) exhibit a broadly sympathetic
relationship in these biotites, comparable to that
shown by the actinolites. Munoz & Ludington
(1974) have shown that more magnesian biotites
tend to have higher maxirnum F contents. Jacobs
& Parry (1976) and Allen (1976), among others,
have recently presented analytical data demon-
strating this trend. The data points in this dia-
gram fall well within the field outlined by Munoz

SIDEROPHYLLITE

+6
o 1

AlEPHLOGOPITE EASTONITE

Ftc. 4. Mgl(Mg*Fe) ys. A|v plot for EJnne skarn micas (after Deer et
al, L962a).
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Ftc. 5. Mg/(Mg*Fe) vs. Alvr plot for

& Ludington (1974) in their compilation of pre-
viously published data for biotites from differ-
ent geological environments; the Cantung hydro-
thermal micas are thus not significantly enriched
in fluorine for their magnesium contents.

SIDEROPI{YLUIE

FJone skarn micas.

Fr-uonros:HYDRoxYL ExcneNcE BsrwsrN
Btourns eNr> Flum

Munoz & I-udington (1974) measured fluo-
ride:hydroxyl distribution coefficients in syn-

F
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Frc. 6. Relationship between Mg/(Mg*Fe) and F/(OHfF) ratios, F-Z,nlne
skarn biotites. Contours are for log I(HO)/IGIF) for the fluid coexist-
ing with phlogopite-siderophyllite solid solutions at 688'K and 1000 bars'
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thetic phlogopite, annite and siderophyllite, using
the fluorine buffer technique, according to the
reaction: Tzhydroxybiotite * HF = lzfluor-
biotite * HrO. Hydrothermal experiments were
carried out between 454 and 738"C (most above
550'C) at 1-2 Kbars. The F/OH,ratios of equi-
librated biotites were calculated from indirect
spectrophotometric fluorine analysis, assuming
l.5 mole lo "oxybiotile" in the mica structure.

It was demonstrated that, at a particular
I(H"O):IGIF) ratio in the gas (fluid) phase, the
F:OH ratio of the biotite is markedly affected
by temperature, by the cationic ratios of the
mineral (Mg/(Mg*Fe2+)) and, to a lesser de-
gree, by the confining fluid pressure. Subse-
quently, Ludington & Munoz (1975) revised the
original exchange equations thus:

(1) forphlogopite,logK: + +1.523

, 0.0093 (P - 1)- rT '

2'too
(2) for annite, log K : -T- + 0.416 +

0.0181 (P - 1)

Now, assuming ideal mixing of F and

oH, los K log ( fo' )'""* +
\ 

^onbl 
/

/ f (Hoo) \r''td
toc 

\-l6it-/ 
(eq. 6), where X"ol and

Xqs6s ar€ mole ft fluor-biotite and hydroxy-
biotite, respectively. Therefore, the fugacity
ratio /(HzO) //(HF) in the fluids responsible
for formation of the micaceous skarns at Can-
tung may be estimated from:

be A(H,O) lf(HF)ln'u : 3.146 + L.Mz
(X'n')B - loe (Xs lX'")o' (eq. 7)

Values of Xus (Mg/Mg+Fe'*)) and fluoride:
hydroxyl ratios for the E-Zone biotites and tle
calculated values for the term log l(HsO)/l(HF)
for tle coexisting fluid phase are presented in
Table 3. The log fugacity ratios are seen to vary
from 4.16 to 4.77, a relatively narrow spread of
values. In Fig. 6, the mica compositions are
plotted in terms of Xlas and F/(OH*F), with
contours for log l(H,O)/lGIDnurd for phlogopite-
siderophyllite solid solutions at 415oC and 1000
bars (c1., Fig. 7 of Munoz & Ludington 1974).
From this plot, it could be concluded that all
biotite in the EZone skarn crystallized in equili-
brium with a fluid phase with a log fugacity ra-
tio of 4.5!0.3. This would imply a relatively
consistent solution fugacity ratio. However,
in comparison with the comparable data pre-
sented by Munoz & Ludington (1974), it could
be inferred that the distribution of data points
across the iso-fugacity ratio contours indicates
that the fugacity ratio varied significantly during
ore formation, or that the ca, 100oC tempera-
ture range found in the fluid-inclusion-homogeni-
zation runs is real, and responsible for at least
some of the apparent fugacity-ratio variation.
This question cannot be resolved at present.
r$u 3. sruoB @lm;larM DIA mR r-zN BromG m

M m rcR rc (f,(B,O),/g(F)) S m coslsrNc

seple tro. 1rn"2og*".)blod* {rFr:*)blodb bg(g(f,2o),€(E))ga8

(3) for siderophyllite, log.I{ :

r 0.0107 (P - 1)
, T '

where T is in K, and P is in bars.

+qt + o'oze

Ludington & Munoz found that, if octahe-
dral mixing properties are near-ideal, the free
energy of fluoride: hydroxyl exchange is a linear
function of cationic compositions between the
above end-members. Thus, if the Cantung E-
Zone biotites are regarded as intermediate in
composition between plogopite and siderophyl-

4 + o.oze + o.o1o7 (l- 1)l i t e , l ogK :

* (X"")B

T I v . v . v ' T

l - . . .  0 . 0014 (P -1 )  I
Lt.n* 

- -----T-- 
l

(eq. 4), where X"o represents the mole fraction
of (OH, F) phlogopite in the biotite. The effects
of additional cations on the exchange have been
neglected; Ludington & Munoz (1975) infer
that whereas Li (probably very minor in the
Cantung biotites) may have a large effect on
F-OH exchange, Mn and Na probably exert
only a minor influence.

The temperatures and confining pressures of
hydrothermal biotite crystallization are rela-
tively well-defined: mean values of 415.C
(688'K) and 1000 bars are here assumed. Thus,
from equation 4 above, log K : 3.L46 + L.M2
(X"*)B (eq. F).
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The limitations of the above estimates should
be emphasized. Munoz & Ludington (L974) pro-
posed an uncertainty of :t0.2 in their original
log K values for the biotite end-member com-
positions, between 500'C and 700'C. This was
derived mainly from uncertainties in the free
energies of the fluorine buffer phases, but also
from possible inaccuracies in the estimation of
F:OH ratios in the micas and from the method
used for estimation of the AFSQ buffer-fluid
data from calculated QFM data. The Cantung
assemblages formed below 500'C, and therefore
would probably be subject to greater uncertain-
ties. However, Munoz & Ludington (1974) ob-
serve that relative changes in I(H,O)/I(IIF) are
better estimated from F:OH exchange data than
are absolute values.

The fugacity of HF in the Cantung ore-form-
ing fluid may be estimated on the assumption
that the latter contained only HF and H,O. At
a pressure of 1000 bars and at 415'C, pure
water has a fugacity of 285 bars @urnham el
al. 1969). Thus, the fugacity of HF was approx-
irnately 0.009 bars. On this basis, it is concluded
that the ore solutions which generated the bio-
titic skarns possessed a very low HF fugacity,
and tlat this was almost certainly exceeded by
the fugacities of COr and of Cl gas species.

Comparison of Figs. 3 and 6 reveals that, in
general, the E-Zone actinolites contain signifi
cantly less fluorine than the later-deposited bio-
tites, although it is of interest to note that the
more Fe-rich amphiboles display F/(OH+F)
ratios similar to those of biotites with similar
Mg/Fe ratios.

The E-Zone assemblages unfortunately do not
provide close constraints on the relative F:OH
exchange characteristics of actinolite and biotite
because the amphiboles were deposited at ca.
20'C higher than the micas and, more critically,
because it cannot be assumed that the f(HrO)/
l(HF) ratio in the ore-forming fluid remained
constant throughout these two skarnification
stages.

CoupenrsoN op Meclretrc AND HyDRoTHERMAL
Btotrrss

Numerous authors (e.9., Moore & Czamanske
1973, Beane 1974, Jacobs & Parry 1976) have
drawn attention to the fact that hydrothermal
biotites from porphyry copper deposits tend to
be more magnesian than magmatic biotites from
tle host stocks. It woulri be of interest to deter-
mine whether such a ' elationship holds for the
contact metasomatic mineralization at Cantung.
Further, it should be possible, from the composi-
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tion of the magmatic biotite, to estimate the HF
fugacity of the last fluid phase which migrated
through the upper part of a pluton, assuming
that equilibrium was attained betwen mica and
fluid at the post-magmatic stage.

Four fresh biotites from surface samples of
the Circular Stock, located 1.6 km north of the
E-Zone orebody, were analyzed (Iable 4). Bio-
tites in the Mine Stock immediately underlying
the EZone are partly sericitized, and were not
studied.

It is evident that the magmatic biotites are
markedly enriched in Fe relative to those in the
skarns, in accordance with the observations of
previous investigators of the porphyry environ-
ment, although they are not depleted in Si, Al
and K. Indeed, the magmatic biotites are seen
to be extremely aluminous; whereas Alry ranges
from 2.108 to 2.232, only slightly higher than
that in the skarn micas, Altr attains levels of
1.341-I.476 ions. Few comparably aluminous
biotites are recorded by Deer et al. (I962a);these
are from metamorphic rather than plutonic
rocks. Guidotti et al. (1975) present numerous
analyses of highly aluminous biotites from meta-
morphic and granitoid rocks, but in these, the
high AlrOs contents are balanced by low SiOz,
thereby limiting the Alvr contents to 1 in all
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cases. In contrast, the SiOz contents of the Cir-
cular Stock biotites are uniformly high. Further,
these micas plot close to the (Al"+Tio*) and
(Fe'- + Mn'?+) limits of the compositional field
in the Y-position cationic plot presented by
Neilson & Haynes (1973) for biotites from
numerous calc-alkaline plutonic rocks. No im-
mediate explanation for these clearly unusual
biotite compositions can be offered. The bulk
composition of the Circular Stock quartz mon-
zonite (Z,aw 1976) is not unusual, and there is
no microscopic evidence (e.g., occurrence of
aluminosilicate minerals) which would reveal the
incorporation of pelitic rocks in the magma.

The number of ions in octahedral sites is very
low in these biotites, not exceeding 5.26 per for-
mula unit. Thus, in the plot proposed by Deer
et al. (I962a) to relate the dioctahedral and tri-
octahedral (Fe-free) micas (their Fig. 14, Si vs.
total Y-position cations), the Cantung micas fall
very close to the limit of the field of trioctahe-
dral micas.

The magmatic biotites display a rather uni-
form fluorine content (0.30-0.42 wt. Va), mar-
kedly lower than that in the skarn micas. Al-
though the biotites in the stock fall outsidc
of the phlogopite-eastonite-siderophyllite-annite
compositional field, it will here be assumed that
they, like the skarn micas, may be assigned to
the phlogopite-siderophyllite series. It is fur-
ther assumed that they last equilibrated with a
hydrothermal fluid at a temperature of 550oC,
slightly higher than that found for the early
clinopyroxene-garnet skarn stage in the E-Zone.
On this basis, the Xnu and Xr/ Xos ratios of the
biotites suggest that they equilibrated with an
aqueous fluid with log l(HrO)/l@F) of between
4.16 (spec. 4) and 4.46 (spec. 3). This range is
essentially identical to that calculated for the
biotitic-skarn stage of mineralization. If it can
be assumed that the Circular Stock biotites in-
teracted with the fluids responsible for the
formation of the small, non-economic bodies of
clinopyroxene-garnet exoskarn which occur ad-
jacent to the pluton, it may ver.v tentativel-v be
inferred that, in the main Cantung orebodies.
l(HF) remained sensibly constant during the
successive formation of the clinop.vroxene-gar-
net, actinolite and biotite skarns.

CottpenrsoN wrtg OrHrn Hyonornrnu,rr Onr
Drposrrs

In a broader context. a tentative comparison
may be made between the l(HF) values inferred
for the Cantung E-Zone skarn with rhose indi-
cated by'analyses of hydrous silicates from other

skarn and porphyry deposits. There are, how-
ever, few comparable analytical studies of hydro-
thermal biotites and amphiboles, and few pub-
lished estimates of HF fugacities in such de-
posits. In particular, no data for other scheelite
skarns have been located in a review of the
Iiterature.

In his detailed study of the Tsumo Cu-Zn-Pb
skarn deposit, Japan, Shimazaki (1968) presents
complete analyses for one tremolite and two
phlogopites with high fluorine contents (2.61
and 3.43, 4.38 wt.Vo, respectively). Chondrodite
coexists with both minerals, consistent with a
relatively F-rich environment. If it is assumed
that the highly magresian micas described by
Shimazaki conform to the phlogopite-sidero-
phyllite join and, more importantly, that they
crystallized under P-T conditions similar to
those in the E-Zone, their cor-npositions would
indicate Ioe f(HzO)/f(HF) values of 4.5:t0.1.
These are remarkably similar to the conditions
estimated for skarn mineralization in the Can-
tung E-Zone.

Haynes & Clark (1972) found that hydrother-
mal magnesian biotite from the large Boquer6n
Chaiar skarn magnetite deposit, Atacama, Chile,
very probably of contact metasomatic origin, is
strongly enriched in both F and Cl (2.32 and
L.L2 wt.Vo, respectively). The fluorine content
is similar to that of the Cantung micas, whereas
the high chlorine content implies an unusually
high salinity for the ore-forming fluid.

Geijer (1961) has reported fluorine concentra-
tions for amphiboles from several Swedish con-
tact- and regional ("reaction") skarn deposits.
His analysis of anthophyllite from the Kaveltorp
Pb--Zn-{u contact skarn (1.157oF) suggests for-
mation conditions similar to those at Cantung,
as do the fluorine concentrations (0.23134Vo)
for several contact metasomatic magnetite ores
(although the F contents are widely variable).

Published data for fluorine contents, and less
commonly, for F/(OH*F) and Mg/(Mg*Fe)
ratios of hydrothermal biotites from porphyry
copper deposits (a.9., Kesler et al. 1975; Jacobs
& Parry 1976; Haynes 1975) reveal generall5'
lower fluorine ievels than in skarn micas, sug-
gesting that l(HF) is even less in the porph"vry
than the contact-metasomatic-mineralization en-
vironment. However, some values given by
Kesler et al. (1975) for Bingham, Utah imply
HF fugacities similar to those at Cantung and
Tsumo.

Burt (1972) has suggested that the predomi-
nance of wolframite (actualll', ferberite) rather
than scheelite as the tungsten mineral in quartz-
vein deposits associated with greisens, and ixs
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almost complete absence in the majority of
skarns. is not a direct reflection of the relative
astivities of Fe and Ca in these two settings. On
the basis of a schematic diagram relating the
chemical potentials of CO: and F (expressed as
FoO'), in which decarbonation and defluorida-
tion mineral reactions in the system Ca-Fe-W-
G-C-F are portrayed, he concluded that the
scheelite-calcite and ferberite-fluorite assem-
blages are stable in two widely separated fields
characterized by high g,CO:- low g,FzO-r and low
pCOrhigh pFrO", respectively. Thus, the
fugacity ratio l(HF)/l(CO, would determine
which tungstate mineral would be deposited.

In broad terms, the low HF fugacity estimated
in the present study for the Cantung skarns is
consistent rvith Burt's hypothesis. However, it
remains to be shown that the l(HF)/l(COz) at
Cantung and in other scheelite skarns was in-
.deed lower than that prevailing during the forma-
tion of the majority of wolframite-quartz veins,
many of which (e.g., Panasqueira, Portugal)
contain considerably more calcite (or other car-
bonates) than fluorite.

MscHeNIsIvr oF ScHEELITE TRANSpoRT AND
DEPoSITIoN

The very low HF fugacity herein calculated
for the hydrothermal solutions in the Cantung
E-Z,one, an orebody representing a major crus-
tal concentration of fluorine. lends no direct
support to the efficacy of aqueous fluoride spe-
cies in the transport of scheelite. However,
Foster (1977) has experimentally demonstrated
that over the temperature range represented b1'
many scheelite deposits, this mineral is signifi-
cantly soluble in pure water. but its solubility is
greatly enhanced h lM KCI solutions in which
P(H:O) is buffered by the assemblage quartz-K
feldspar-muscovite. Moreover, it was shown
that scheelite solubility in such dilute solutions at
P(H!O) = 1O00 bars (a pressure comparable to
that at Cantung) decreases considerably on cool-
ing from 500oC (500 ppm) to 300oC (100 ppm)'
Scheelite solubility is dependent upon P(HCI).
Foster concludes that molecular HrWOr is prob-
ably the dominant W species in such near-critical
conditions and at higher temperature, but that
complexes involving HCI and KCI ligands may
also contribute to solubility of tungsten.

Foster elegantll' applies his experimental data
to explain the association of scheelite and native
gold in quartz-vein deposits in granite-green-
stone terrains. but states that these relationships
should not be extrapolated to the contact-skarn
setting. where abrupt changes in solution p$

may be expected to promote scheelite precipita-
tion. However, a1 Cantung, emplacement of
the biotite exoskarn itras accompanied by the
formation of scheelite-bearing quartz veins in
the underlying pluton. The temperature of schee-
lite deposition in these values (mean 405oC:
Zaw 1976) overlapped extensively with that of
the skarn. .Thus, the two juxtaposed types of
mineralization are considered to represent dif-
fering segments of a single, spatially continuous
hydrothermal circulation system involving dilute
brines, as shown by fluid-inclusion-freezing data.

In the quartz veins, scheelite coexists with
microcline and muscovite; therefore, depositional
conditions were directly comparable to those in
Foster's experimental runs. Thus, solutions mi-
grating upward through the roof zone of the
Mine Stock were in a P-T-X field in which
scheelite solubility is markedly affected by de-
creasing temperature. Under these conditions, it
is perhaps surprising that the quartz veins at
Cantung are not more intensely mineralized. It
is inferred that the solutions thereafter migrated
from the stock into the Ore Limestone marbles,
where an abrupt increase in pH caused a massive
precipitation of scheelite.
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